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1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Throughout this paper graphs are finite, simple and, unless stated
otherwise, undirected. Also, all groups are assumed to be finite. For the
group theoretic terminology we refer the reader to [10, 12].
For a graph X we let V(X), E(X) and A(X) denote the vertex set, the
edge set, and the arc set of X respectively. If (u, v) # A(X) we say that u is
the tail and v is the head of this arc. If u and v are adjacent (or neighbours)
in X, we denote the corresponding edge by uv.
Adopting the terminology of Tutte [11], a k-arc in a graph X is a
sequence of k+1 vertices v1 , v2 , ..., vk+1 of X, not necessarily all distinct,
such that any two consecutive terms are adjacent and any three consecutive
terms are distinct. A graph X is said to be k-arc-transitive if the auto-
morphism group of X, denoted AutX, acts transitively on the k-arcs of X.
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First of all we need to define covers of graphs. Let X be a graph, and
let P be a partition of V(X) into independent sets of equal size m. The
quotient graph XP is the graph with vertex set P and two vertices P1 and
P2 of XP are adjacent if and only if there is at least one edge between a
vertex of P1 and a vertex of P2 in X. We say that X is an m-fold cover of
XP if it has the property that P1P2 is an edge if and only if the subgraph
induced by P1 and P2 in X consists of m copies of K2 . In this case the
quotient graph XP is called the base graph of X and the sets Pi are called
the fibres of X. The subgroup of all those automorphisms of X which fix
each of the fibres setwise is called the group of covering transformations.
Note that if X is connected then the action of this group on the fibres of
X is necessarily semiregular. In particular, if this action is regular we say
that X is a regular cover of XP. In this case we can describe the graph via
a voltage assignment f : A(XP)  G, where G is a group isomorphic to the
group of covering transformations, that is a function from the set of arcs
of XP into the group G where reverse arcs carry inverse voltages. We use
the notation X=Cov(XP, f ). By fP1, P2 we denote the voltage assigned to
the arc (P1 , P2) # A(XP). We identify the vertex set of X with the set
[(P, g): P # P, g # G] and we have that (P1 , g1) and (P2 , g2) are adjacent
if and only if P1 and P2 are adjacent in XP and g2 g&11 = fP1, P2 . The
voltage assignment f naturally extends (by group multiplication) to walks
in XP. In particular, for any walk W of XP we let fW denote the voltage
of W. For a graph Y we let CDC(Y) denote the canonical double cover of
Y, that is the graph obtained by assigning the voltage 1 # Z2 to every arc
of Y.
Several papers have appeared concerning 2-arc-transitive Cayley graphs.
In [8] 2-arc-transitive graphs with a primitive automorphism group
which contains an affine group (acting 2-arc-transitively) were classified; all
of them are Cayley graphs of an elementary abelian 2-group. In [1] a
classification of 2-arc-transitive circulants was given, and in [7] a similar,
but partial result was obtained for Cayley graphs of dihedral groups. The
problem of classifying 2-arc-transitive covers of complete graphs plays an
important role in the proofs of some of these results. An additional motiva-
tion for studying such covers is given by the simple fact that a 2-arc-
transitive graph with an imprimitive but not quasiprimitive automorphism
group must be bipartite or a cover of a smaller 2-arc-transitive graph (see
[9, Theorem 10.2]).
Here we consider the problem of constructing 2-arc-transitive regular
covers (with abelian group of covering transformations) of complete
graphs.
Before stating the main results of this paper we define two families of
graphs. Let F(q)=GF(q) and F(q)*=F(q)"[0], and let S(q) be the set of
all squares in F(q)* and N(q) be the set of all non-squares in F(q)*. Let Y
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be isomorphic to Kq+1 where the vertex set is identified with the projective
line PG(1, q)=F(q) _ [].
Let q be any prime power such that q#3 (mod 4). Note that S(q) &
&S(q)=<, that is N(q)=&S(q). We define X1(4, q) to be the 4-fold
cover Cov(Y, f ), where the voltage f : A(Y)  Z4 is defined with the following
rule:
0,  # [x, y]
f (x, y)={1, y&x # S(q) (1)3, y&x # N(q).
Let q be any prime power such that q5 and q#1 (mod 4). Note that
S(q)=&S(q). We define X2(4, q) to be the 4-fold cover Cov(Y, f ) where
the voltage f : A(Y)  Z2_Z2 is defined with the following rule:
(0, 0),  # [x, y]
f (x, y)={(1, 0), y&x # S(q) (2)(0, 1), y&x # N(q).
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a connected, regular k-fold cover, of a complete
graph Y$Kn , where k2 and n4, and suppose the group K of covering
transformations is either cyclic or isomorphic with Zp_Zp , where p is a
prime. If the fibre-preserving subgroup of automorphisms of X acts 2-arc-
transitively on X, then one of the following occurs:
(i) k=2, K$Z2 and X$CDC(Y), which is isomorphic to Kn, n&nK2 ; or
(ii) k=4, K$Z4 and X$X1(4, q), where q=n&1; or
(iii) k=4, K$Z2_Z2 and X$X2(4, q), where q=n&1.
Also, X is a Cayley graph which is 2-arc-transitive but not 3-arc-transitive.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is carried out in Section 3, where some addi-
tional information on the structure of Aut X in cases (ii) and (iii) is also
given.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give some results needed in the proofs of our main
theorems. Throughout this paper we adopt righthand notation for a group
G acting on a set V. That is, we shall write vg for the image of v # V under
an element g # G. The following three lemmas give information about the
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relationship between automorphisms of covering graphs and their base
graphs. We have from [6, Corollary 4.3] the following result.
Lemma 2.1. Let Y be a graph and let X=Cov(Y, f ) be a regular cover
of Y with respect to the voltage assignment f. Then an automorphism : of Y
lifts to an automorphism of X if and only if for each closed walk W in Y the
voltage fW: is trivial precisely when fW is trivial.
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 2.2. Let Y be a graph, let X=Cov(Y, f ) be a regular cover of
Y with K as the group of covering transformations, and let : # AutY be such
that some lift : centralizes K. Then fC:= fC for any cycle C of Y.
Lemma 2.3. Let Y$Kn , where n3, and let f : A(Y)  J be a voltage
assignment to the arcs of Kn from some abelian group J. Let _ # AutY be
such that fT= fT_ for all triangles T in Y, or fT+ fT_=0 for all triangles
T in Y, where we use additive notation for the group J. Then fW= fW_
for all closed walks W in Y, or fW+ fW_=0 for all closed walks W in Y,
respectively. In either case, _ lifts to an automorphism of the covering graph
Cov(Y, f ).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the lengths of closed walks. The
statement of the lemma is clearly true for all degenerate closed walks
x, y, x, y, ..., y, x and so it is true for closed walks of length 2. By assump-
tion it is also true for all closed walks of length 3. Assume that it is
true for all closed walks of length less than l, for some l>3, and let
W=v0 , v1 , ..., vl&1 , v0 be a closed walk of length l. We may assume that for
some i # Zl , the vertices vi&1 , vi , vi+1 are all distinct, for otherwise W is a
degenerate closed walk. Let T be the triangle (vi&1 , vi , v i+1). Let W$ be the
closed walk obtained from W by replacing the subwalk vi&1 , vi , vi+1 by
vi&1 , vi+1 . We have the following.
fW= fW$& f (vi&1 , vi+1)+ f (vi&1 , vi)+ f (vi , vi+1)= fW$+ fT .
If fT_= fT for all triangles T in Y then by induction we have
fW_= fW$_+ fT_= fW$+ fT= fW . Similarly we can obtain the result for the
case where fT_+ fT=0 for all triangles T in Y. Finally, by Lemma 2.1, _
lifts to an automorphism of Cov(Y, f ). K
Next we have two graph-theoretic results. The first is easy (see
[1, Proposition 1.2]).
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Proposition 2.4. A 2-arc-transitive graph which is not a complete graph
has girth at least 4.
The next proposition characterises 3-arc-transitive graphs of girth 4.
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a connected 3-arc-transitive graph with girth 4.
Then X$Kn, n for some n2.
Proof. Since the girth of X is 4, we see that every 3-arc in X is con-
tained in some 4-cycle. This forces X to be of diameter 2, and bipartite
(again since the girth is 4). Fixing a vertex v # V(X) and choosing w to be
at distance 2 from v, we find that the sets of neighbours of v and w
coincide. The result follows. K
A tournament is a complete graph with an orientation assigned to each
of its edges. For a vertex v of a tournament X we let d &(v) and d +(v)
denote the indegree and outdegree of v, respectively. A cycle C in X is said
to be directed if every vertex of C is the head of one and the tail of the
other of its two incident arcs in C.
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a tournament of odd order 2m+13 such that
d &(v)=m=d +(v) for each vertex v # V(X). Then X contains a directed
triangle.
Proof. Assume that X does not contain a directed triangle. Let v be
some vertex and let N+(v)=[u # V(X): (v, u) # A(X)] and N &(v)=
[u # V(X): (u, v) # A(X)]. If u # N&(v) then (u, x) # A(X) for each
x # N +(v) as otherwise X would contain a directed triangle. But then
d +(u)m+1>d &(u), a contradiction. K
The following group-theoretic results will play a crucial role in the proof
of Theorem 1.1. Note that Lemma 2.10 is an extension of [7, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 2.7. For any odd prime p, the group GL(2, p) contains no non-
abelian subgroup which is simple or isomorphic with S4 .
Proof. Suppose H is a noncyclic subgroup of GL(2, p) of even order.
Then the intersection H & SL(2, p) is a normal subgroup of H, and non
trivial since GL(2, p)SL(2, p) is cyclic, but contains at most one involu-
tion, namely the nonidentity central element of SL(2, p) (see [10, p. 393]).
It follows that H cannot be simple, nor isomorphic to S4 . K
Proposition 2.8 [10, Theorem 6.11]. Let H be a subgroup of a group
G. Then CG(H) is a normal subgroup of NG(H) and the quotient NG(H)
CG(H) is isomorphic with a subgroup of AutH.
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The following result may be deduced from the classification of doubly
transitive groups (see [3], [2, Theorem 1.7.4] and [4, Corollary 8.3]).
Proposition 2.9. Let G be a 3-transitive permutation group of degree at
least 4. Then one of the following occurs:
(i) The socle of G is 3-transitive; or
(ii) PSL(2, q)GP1L(2, q) with natural action on the projective
line PG(1, q) of degree q+1, for odd q5, and with the socle of G being
isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and not 3-transitive; or
(iii) G=AGL(m, 2), m3; or
(iv) G=Z42 : A7<AGL(4, 2); or
(v) G=PGL(2, 3)$AGL(2, 2)$S4 (of degree 4).
Lemma 2.10. Let G be a ( finite) group and let K be a normal subgroup
of G which is either cyclic or isomorphic to Zp _Zp , p a prime, and such that
GK is either a nonabelian simple group or a 3-transitive subgroup of
AGL(m, 2), for some n3. Then CG(K)=G.
Proof. Clearly, CG(K)K, for K is abelian. Moreover, CG(K) is
normal in G and hence CG(K)K is normal in GK.
Assume first that GK is a nonabelian simple group. Hence CG(K)=K
or CG(K)=G. Suppose that CG(K)=K. By Proposition 2.8 it follows
that NG(K)CG(K) is isomorphic to a subgroup of AutK and so
GK=GCG(K), a nonabelian simple group, is isomorphic with a subgroup
of AutK. For K cyclic this is clearly not possible. Assume now that
K$Zp _Zp . For p=2 it is clear that AutK contains no non-abelian simple
group as a subgroup. On the other hand if p is odd then AutK$GL(2, p)
does not contain a nonabelian simple group by Lemma 2.7. Hence
CG(K)=G also for the case K$Zp_Zp , p odd.
Assume now that GK is a 3-transitive subgroup of AGL(m, 2), where
m3. By Proposition 2.9 we see that GK$Zm2 : H, where H is either
GL(m, 2) or A7 and hence, simple. Since CG(K)K is a normal subgroup
of GK we deduce that CG(K)K is 1, Zm2 , or Z
m
2 : H and therefore
GCG(K)$(GK)(CG(K)K) is isomorphic to Zm2 : H, H, or 1, respectively.
Again by Proposition 2.8, we see that GCG(K) is isomorphic to a sub-
group of AutK which is either abelian, when K is cyclic, or isomorphic to
GL(2, p), when K$Zp_Zp . The same argument as above shows that
CG(K)=G in each case, as required. K
Lemma 2.11. Let PG(1, q) be the projective line over F(q), where q=rs
for some odd prime r, and let G=PSL(2, q). Given any three distinct points
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x, y, z of PG(1, q), there exists an element of G mapping the ordered triple
(x, y, z) into the ordered triple (x, z, y) if and only if q#1 (mod 4).
Proof. Fix x # PG(1, q) and let Gx $Zsr : Z(q&1)2 be the stabilizer of x.
Then Gx acts faithfully on the set V=PG(1, q)"[x] of cardinality q as a
primitive group of rank 3. Now there exists an element in Gx interchanging
y and z if and only if the two nontrivial suborbits of Gx on V are
self-paired, that is if and only if Gx has even order, or equivalently, if and
only if q#1 (mod 4). K
3. MAIN RESULTS
We first prove the following crucial lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a connected, regular k-fold cover, k2, of a com-
plete graph Y$Kn , n5, with group of covering transformations K. Let A
be the fibre-preserving subgroup of automorphisms of X and assume that the
quotient A =AK acts 3-transitively on V(Y). Let G=A in the case where A
is isomorphic to a subgroup of AGL(m, 2) for some m3, and otherwise let
G be the socle of A . If CG(K)=G then one of the following occurs:
(i) k=2, K$Z2 and X$CDC(Y)$Kn, n&nK2 ; or
(ii) k=4, K$Z4 and X$X1(4, q), where q=n&17; or
(iii) k=4, K$Z2_Z2 and X$X2(4, q), where q=n&1.
Proof. Let B be the set of fibres of X. Fix a fibre B # B. By a relabeling
of the vertices of X, if necessary, we may see that X$Cov(Y, f ), where f
assigns trivial voltage id to all the arcs having B as an end-vertex. In other
words, we have chosen the spanning tree in Y with trivial voltages to be
the star with centre B. For the rest of the proof of Lemma 3.1, we shall now
identify X with Cov(Y, f ). By a voltage of an arc (or a cycle) we shall
mean the f-voltage of that are (or cycle).
Suppose first that the action of G on Y is 3-transitive. Then using
Lemma 2.2 we see that the voltages of all triangles in Y are the same. Since
the girth of X is at least 4, the voltages of arcs joining two blocks B$, B"
different from B are all equal to some common involution. Since X is con-
nected, k=2 and it follows that X is isomorphic to CDC(Kn)$Kn, n&nK2 .
We may therefore assume that G is not 3-transitive on Y. It follows by
Proposition 2.9 that G is isomorphic to the group PSL(2, q), where
q=rs5 for some odd prime r, and G acts on PG(1, q) in a natural way.
Thus we may identify the group A with a subgroup of P1L(2, q) having
PSL(2, q) as a socle, and we may identify the set B with the projective line
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PG(1, q)=F(q) _ [] in such a way that B corresponds to =( 10) and
any other block in B corresponds to some x # F(q). (Note: for computa-
tions we will identify x with ( x1).) Also n=q+1 is even.
We will now analyse the action of G on X in more detail. The analysis
depends on whether G contains an element reversing the orientation of a
given triangle in Y or not. By Lemma 2.11 such an orientation reversing
automorphism exists if and only if q#1 (mod 4). We now distinguish
between these two cases.
Case 1. q#3 (mod 4). By Lemma 2.11 and the fact that PSL(2, q)
has index 2 in PGL(2, q) it follows that PSL(2, q) is transitive on unor-
dered triangles in Y. Lemma 2.2 then implies that every (ordered) triangle
must have either the same voltage as or the inverse of the voltage of any
other triangle. Therefore K$Zk is a cyclic group and there is a generator
w of Zk such that f (x, y)=\w for all pairs x, y # F(q). This implies that
if k=2 then X is isomorphic to CDC(Kq+1)$Kq+1, q+1&(q+1)K2 . So
we may assume that k>2.
We now define a tournament X on Y& by letting (x, y) be an arc if
and only if f (x, y)=w for x, y # F(q). Suppose first that X contains no
directed triangle. Because of 2-arc-transitivity of X each 2-arc of X is con-
tained in the same number of 4-cycles of X. But the number of 4-cycles con-
taining a lift of a 2-arc of the form (x, y, ) equals d +(x)&1 if x  y in
X and equals d &(x)&1 if y  x in X. Hence, either d +(x)=d &(x) for all
x # F(q), or d +(x)=0 or d &(x)=0 for all x # F(q). The second possibility
is excluded as X is not bipartite. By Lemma 2.6 it follows that X contains
a directed triangle. Since the voltage of any triangle is either w or &w it
follows that 3w # [w, &w], forcing k=4.
We may now assume that K$Z4 . Recall that G $PSL(2, q) acts on Y
and that CG(K)=G. Hence every automorphism of PSL(2, q) preserves





represent two elements of PSL(2, q), where a is a primitive element of F(q).
Note that all arcs incident with  have voltage id=0 # Z4 . Assume that
f (0, 1)=w, where w # Z4 . The triangle T=(, 0, 1) is mapped by : to the
triangle T:=(, 0, a2) which must have the same voltage as T.
But fT= f (0, 1)=w and so f (0, a2)=w. Note that a2 is a generator of
S(q) and so by repeated application of : we find that f (0, s)=w for all
s # S(q).
Now consider the action of ; on (, 0, s) for some s # S(q). This triangle
is mappped to (, 1, s+1), and by repeated application of ;, to
(, x, x+s) for any x # F(q). Also ; must preserve voltages on closed
walks and hence f (x, x+s)=w for all s # S(q) and x # F(q). Equivalently,
f (x, x&s)=&w for all s # S(q), that is f (x, x+t)=&w for all t # N(q)=
&S(q). All voltages on arcs are thus determined. If X=Cov(Y, f ) is
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connected we may suppose without loss of generality that w=1 and hence
that X$X1(4, q).
Case 2. q#1 (mod 4). By Lemma 2.11, we see that PSL(2, q) acts
intransitively on triangles of Y. Since PSL(2, q) has index 2 in PGL(2, q)
and the latter is transitive on triangles of Y, it follows that PSL(2, q) has
two orbits on triangles of Y. However, for any two (oriented) triangles in
the same orbit we have an element of G taking one into the other. This
forces the voltages of all triangles to be involutions, and as there are two
orbits on triangles, there are at most two distinct involutions. This implies
that either K$Z2 or K$Z2 _Z2 . In the first case it follows that X$
CDC(Kq+1)$Kq+1, q+1&(q+1)K2 . Let K$Z2_Z2 , and let : and ; be
as in Case 1. We show that X$X2(4, q).
Recall that all arcs incident with  have voltage id=(0, 0) # Z2_Z2 and
assume that f (0, 1)=w, w # Z2_Z2 . Consider the action of : on the
triangle (, 0, 1). As in Case 1 we find that f (0, a2)=w and hence that
f (0, s)=w for all s # S(q). By considering the action of ; on (, 0, s), for
some s # S(q), we can as in Case 1 show that f (x, x+s)=w for all s # S(q)
and x # F(q).
Consider the action of : on the triangle (, 0, a) where a # N(q) is a
primitive element of F(q). Assume that f (0, a)=w$ for some w$ # Z2 _Z2 .
Then f (0, a3)=w$ and so f (0, t)=w$ for all t # N(q). Now, considering the
effect of ; on (, 0, t) for some t # N(q) gives us that f (x, x+t)=v for all
t # N(q) and x # F(q). This determines all the voltages on arcs. For X to be
connected we must have that w{w$, and w, w${id in Z2_Z2 , and it
follows that X$X2(4, q). K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As X cannot be a complete graph we have by
Proposition 2.4 that its girth is at least 4. Let AAut X be the largest
subgroup of automorphisms preserving the set of fibres B of X. In other
words, A is the largest subgroup with B as an imprimitivity block system.
Then K is the kernel of the action of A on B and we let A =AK.
In order for A to act 2-arc-transitively on X, the group A must act 2-arc-
transitively on Y. This forces A to be a 3-transitive group acting on B. We
are going to distinguish between two cases depending on whether A is an
affine group or not.
Assume first that A is an affine group. By Proposition 2.9 we find that
A is either AGL(m, 2), m2, or A =Z42 : A7 . If m3 then by Lemma 2.10
we have CA(K)=A and so it may be deduced from Lemma 3.1 that X
is isomorphic to Kn, n&nK2 . If m=2 we have A =AGL(2, 2)$S4 and
Y$K4 . Now CA(K)K is a normal subgroup of A =AK and is therefore
one of 1, Z2_Z2 , A4 or S4 . Hence ACA(K)$(AK)(CA(K)K) is one of
S4 , S3 , Z2 or 1. Moreover, by Proposition 2.8, ACA(K) is isomorphic to
a subgroup of AutK.
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If K is cyclic then AutK is abelian and we must have that ACA(K) is
isomorphic to Z2 or 1, which implies that CA(K)K is isomorphic to A4 or
S4 . In particular, CA(K)K contains Z2_Z2 . Let V(Y) be [v0 , v1 , v2 , v3]
and assume with no loss of generality that X$Cov(Y, f ), where f assigns
trivial voltage to all the arcs incident with v3 . Let wi= f (vi , v i+1) for
i # Z3 . Note that the triangles (v0 , v1 , v2), (v3 , v0 , v2), (v3 , v1 , v0) and
(v3 , v2 , v1) form an orbit of the group of involutions in A4 (which is
isomorphic to Z2_Z2), and as this group preserves voltages it follows that
w0=w1=w2 and 4w0=id. If 2w0=id then X$K4, 4&4K2 , whereas if
2w0 {id, it may be seen that X$X1(4, 3) which is in fact isomorphic to the
generalised Petersen graph GP(8, 3), and is 2-arc-transitive (but not 3-arc-
transitive).
Suppose now that K$Zp_Zp and let X=Cov(Y, f ) with f and Y as
above. We have AutK$GL(2, p). If K$Z2_Z2 then with no loss of
generality w0=(0, 1), and w1=(1, 0)=w2 in order for X to be connected
and of girth at least 4. In this case we have 4-cycles with zero and nonzero
voltages, contradicting the fact that S4 lifts. So we may assume that p3.
Recall that ACA(K) is one of S4 , S3 , Z2 or 1 and is isomorphic to a sub-
group of GL(2, p). But S4 is not contained in GL(2, p) by Lemma 2.7.
Therefore ACA(K) is one of S3 , Z2 or 1, and in each case CA(K) contains
Z2_Z2 . Arguing as in the case K cyclic, we now find that w0 either is
an involution or has order 4, which is not possible for K$Zp_Zp ,
p3.
We may now assume that A is not an affine group. Now let G be the
subgroup of A such that G is the socle of A . Since A is 3-transitive, it
follows by [5, p. 243] that G is a simple group. Lemma 2.10 then implies
that CG(K)=G. By Lemma 3.1 it follows that X is isomorphic to
Kn , Kn, n&nK2 , X1(4, q) or X2(4, q), where q=n&1.
Clearly, Kn is a Cayley graph and it is 2-arc-transitive but not 3-arc-
transitive. In all other cases the graphs have girth 4 and so are not 3-arc-
transitive by Proposition 2.9. Moreover, Kn, n&nK2 is a Cayley graph of
the group Zn_Z2 and it is easily seen to be 2-arc-transitive. We now show
that the graphs X1(4, q) and X2(4, q) are 2-arc-transitive.









0 1), where a is a primitive element of F(q). (Again we
are using matrix notation for simplicity, with right multiplication.) These
four elements generate PGL(2, q), with :, ;, $ # PSL(2, q) but # # PGL(2, q)"
PSL(2, q).
First, let X=X1(4, q)=Cov(Y, f ) with voltage assignment from Z4 as
defined earlier. We will show that :, ;, # and $ lift to automorphisms of X
and hence that A acts 2-arc-transitively on X. In view of Lemma 2.3 it suf-
fices to show that these automorphisms either preserve the voltages of all
triangles or map each triangle to a triangle with the inverse of its voltage.
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Consider :. We see that 0:=0, := and x:=a2x for all x{0, .
Therefore, : maps squares to squares, and nonsquares to nonsquares and
so clearly preserves voltages on arcs, and hence on triangles. By Lemma 2.3
it follows that : lifts to an automorphism of X.
As for ;, we find that ;= and x;=x+1, x{. Clearly ; preserves
voltages on arcs as differences are preserved, and so ; lifts to an auto-
morphism of X.
Next, we see that 0# = 0, # = , and x# = ax, x { 0, . If
(x& y) # S(q), for x, y # F(q), then (x#& y#)=a(x& y) # N(q) and vice
versa. Thus # maps voltages of arcs to their inverses. Hence # maps voltages
of triangles to their inverses and so lifts to an automorphism of X.
For $ we have (&1)$=, $=1, and x$=x(x+1), x{&1, .
Define g: F(q)*  Z4 by the following rule:
g(x)={ 1, x # S(q),&1, x # N(q).
For distinct elements x, y # F(q) we have f (x, y)= g( y&x), and for
x, y # F(q)* we have g(xy) = g(x) g( y), g(x) = g(x&1), and g(&x) =
&g(x). Now assume that x, y, z{&1,  are distinct elements of F(q).
There are four essentially different types of triangles to be considered.
Case 1. Let T=(, &1, x). Then T$=(1, , x(x+1)) and we have
fT$= g \1& xx+1+= g \
1
x+1+= g(x+1)= fT
and so $ preserves voltages of triangles of this type.
Case 2. Let T(, x, y). Then T$=(1, x(x+1), y( y+1)). We have
fT= g( y&x) and








=&g(x+1)+ g( y&x) g( y+1) g(x+1)+ g( y+1).
Assume that fT= g( y&x)=1. If g(x+1)= g( y+1)=1 then fT$=&1+
1+1=1. If g(x+1)=&1 and g( y+1)=1 then fT$=1&1+1=1. If
g(x+1)= g( y+1)=&1 then fT$=1+1&1=1. Finally, if g(x+1)=1
and g( y+1)=&1 then fT$=&1&1&1=1. Hence in all cases fT$=1.
Similarly, for fT=&1 we can show that fT$= fT .
Case 3. Let T=(&1, x, y). Then T$=(, x(x+1), y( y+1)). We
find that
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fT= g(x+1)+ g( y&x)& g( y+1),
fT$= g( y&x) g( y+1) g(x+1).
Therefore, fT= fT$ if and only if g(x+1)+ g( y&x)& g( y+1)=
g( y&x) g( y+1) g(x+1), that is if and only if g( y&x)=&g(x+1)+
g( y&x) g( y+1) g(x+1)+ g( y+1). So as in Case 2 we find that
fT$= fT .
Case 4. Let T=(x, y, z). Then T$=(x(x+1), y( y+1), z(z+1)).
We see that
fT= g( y&x)+ g(z& y)+ g(x&z),
fT$= g( y&x) g( y+1) g(x+1)+ g(z& y) g(z+1) g( y+1)
+ g(x&z) g(x+1) g(z+1).
It is now a matter of simple computation to check that fT$= fT for
all possible values of g(x+1), g( y+1), and g(z+1). To illustrate, let
g(x+1)=&1 and g( y+1)= g(z+1)=1. Then fT$= fT&2g(x&z)&
2g( y&x)= fT . This completes the proof of the fact that X1(4, q) is 2-arc-
transitive.
Second, let X=X2(4, q)=Cov(Y, f ) with voltage assignment from
Z2_Z2 as defined earlier. We will show that :, ;, #, and $ lift to auto-
morphisms of X and, hence, that A acts 2-arc-transitively on X.
As for the graph X1(4, q) we find that : and ; preserve voltages on arcs
and so have a lift in X. For # we find that arcs with voltage (0, 1) are inter-
changed with arcs with voltage (1, 0), and the set of arcs with voltage (0, 0)
is fixed. Thus # maps closed walks with identity voltage to closed walks
with identity voltage and so lifts to an automorphism of X. We now show
that $ lifts to an automorphism of X.
Define g: F(q)*  Z2_Z2 by the following rule:
g(x)={ (1, 0), x # S(q),(0, 1), x # N(q).
For distinct elements x, y # F(q) we have f (x, y)= g( y&x), and for x, y, z
# F(q)* we have that g(xyz)= g(x)+ g( y)+ g(z), g(x)= g(x&1) and
g(x)= g(&x). Assume that x, y, z{&1,  are distinct elements of F(q).
As for the graph X1(4, q) we have to consider the four essentially different
types of triangle.
Case 5. Let T=(, &1, x). Then T$=(1, , x(x+1)) and as in
Case 1 we have fT$= g(1&x(x+1))= g(x+1)= fT .
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Case 6. Let T=(, x, y). Then T$=(1, x(x+1), y( y+1)). We see
that fT= g( y&x). Therefore,
fT$= g(x+1)+ g( y&x)+ g( y+1)+ g(x+1)+ g( y+1)
= g( y&x)= fT .
Case 7. Let T=(&1, x, y). Then T$=(, x(x+1), y( y+1)). There-
fore,
fT= g(x+1)+ g( y&x)& g( y+1),
fT$= g( y&x)+ g( y+1)+ g(x+1),
and so fT$= fT .
Case 8. Let T=(x, y, z). Then T$=x(x+1), y( y+1), z(z+1)). We
find that
FT= g( y&x)+ g(z& y)& g(x&z),
FT$= g( y&x)+ g( y+1)+ g(x+1)+ g(z& y)+ g(z+1)+ g( y+1)
+ g(x&z)+ g(x+1)+ g(z+1),
and so fT$= fT . This shows that X2(4, q) is 2-arc-transitive. To complete
the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need to verify that X1(4, q) and X2(4, q) are
Cayley graphs. This is done in Proposition 3.2 below.
As a final remark, it is in fact easy to show that, since every field
automorphism preserves voltages of arcs, the whole group P1L(2, q) has a
lift in the two graphs X1(4, q) and X2(4, q). K
Note that the graphs X1(4, q) and X2(4, q) are in fact Cayley graphs with
respect to the two groups G1 and G2 defined below, as we prove in
Proposition 3.2. Let
G1=(r, t | r4=1, tq+1=r2, t&1rt=r&1)
and
G2=(r, s, t | r2=s2=tq+1=1, rs=sr, t&1rt=s, t&1st=r).
Proposition 3.2. The graphs X1(4, q) and X2(4, q) are Cayley graphs of
the groups G1 and G2 , respectively.
Proof. Let X be either X1(4, q) or X2(4, q) and let A, K, and Y have the
meaning defined in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let J be a subgroup of A
such that JK$PGL(2, q). Furthermore let H be a subgroup of A such
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that HK$Z1+q is a regular cyclic subgroup of JK acting on V(Y). Then
H is regular on V(X) and so X is a Cayley graph of H. We shall now
determine the structure of H. Note that, from the proof of Theorem 1.1, we
know that CJ (K)K$PSL(2, q). Since HK is not contained in CJ (K)K,
the group H is not abelian.
Let a be a generator of F*(q). Choose b1 # F(q2) in such a way that
b21=a, and choose x0 , y0 # F(q) so that b=x0+ y0b1 generates F*(q
2). We
can view the additive group of F(q2) as the linear space V(2, q) of dimen-
sion 2 over F(q) with [1, b1] as its basis. Define ; to be the linear transfor-
mation v  bv for any v # V(2, q). Then ; can be represented by the matrix
( x0 y0y0 a x0 ). Since ; has order q
2&1, this matrix generates a cyclic subgroup T
of GL(2, q) of order q2&1 and, moreover,
T={\ xya
y
x+ : x, y # F(q)= .
Therefore, T gives rise to a cyclic subgroup T =TZ(GL(2, q)) of order
q+1 of PGL(2, q). Note that HK$T . Let t be the generator of HK. We
now consider the closed walk
W=(, t , (t )2, ..., (t )q&1, (t ), (t )q, )
in Y and the walk
W$=(, t , (t )2, ..., (t ) (q+1)2)









x), it follows that (t )
q+1&i=&((t ) i) for any 1iq.
Hence,
(t ) i+1&(t ) i=(t )q+1&i&(t )q+1&i&1,
which means that f ((t ) i, (t ) i+1)= f ((t )q+1&i&1, (t )q+1&i) from
the definitions of the two graphs. It follows that fW= fW$+ fW$ .
For X=X1(4, q), fC$ , is either 1 or 3 because (q&1)2 is odd. This
means that fW=2. Thus we can choose a lift t # H of t in such a way that
it maps a given vertex in  to its neighbour in t . It follows that t has
order 2(1+q). Since H is not abelian, H is isomorphic to the group G1
defined above.
For X=X2(4, q), fW is identity. We can now choose a lift t # H of t
mapping a given vertex in  to its neighbour in t and having order
q+1. Since t2 # CJ (K) and H is not abelian, H is isomorphic to the group
G2 defined above. K
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